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Technique Template

This template is intended for use when planning to implement Punctuated 

Lecture in your class. Fill in the blanks below, and use the information provided 

elsewhere in the Instructor’s Guide to assist you in your thinking.

Course Name

COURSE CHARACTERISTICS

What are the situational factors that impact this course? For example, is it on campus or online?  
How many students? Is it lower division or graduate? Are there student attributes such as attitudes, 
prior knowledge, reasons for enrolling, and so forth that should be taken into account as you 
consider this technique?

STEP 1: CLARIFY YOUR TEACHING PURPOSE AND LEARNING GOALS  

Why are you choosing this technique? What do you hope to accomplish?
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STEP 2: IDENTIFY THE LEARNING TASK’S UNDERLYING  
PROBLEM AND PROMPT  

What is the question you want learners to address, or problem you want them to solve?

STEP 3: SET ASSIGNMENT PARAMETERS   

What are the assignment logistics? For example, will this be assigned individually or is  
it group work? How long will the assignment take? Will students be submitting a product?  
What materials, resources, or additional information do you anticipate needing?
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STEP 4: DEVELOP A PLAN FOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT  
OR GRADING

If you decide to assess learning, how will you determine that learning has occurred? For example, 
will you use a simple +/check/- grading system? If you use a rubric, will you use an existing one or 
create one? What will be your criteria and standards? 

STEP 5: COMMUNICATE ASSIGNMENT PARAMETERS TO STUDENTS

How will you communicate assignment parameters to students? For example, through a handout? 
A prompt on a presentation slide? Assignment instructions in your online course? 
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STEP 6: IMPLEMENT THE TECHNIQUE

How will you adapt steps/procedures for your students? Are there any additional logistical aspects 
to consider?

STEP 7: REFLECT UPON THE ACTIVITY AND EVALUATE ITS 
EFFECTIVENESS

Note: This step will be completed after you have implemented the technique.
Did this technique help you accomplish your goals? What worked well? What could have been 
improved? What might you change if you decide to implement the activity again? 
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